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Abstract

Background Obese children reportedly have an increased

risk of sustaining musculoskeletal injuries compared with

their normal-weight peers. Obese children are at greater

risk for sustaining fractures of the forearm, particularly

from low-energy mechanisms. Furthermore, obesity is a

risk factor for sustaining an extremity fracture requiring

surgery. However, it is unclear what role obesity plays in

fractures about the distal humerus.

Questions/purposes We therefore asked whether

(1) children who sustain lateral condyle (LC) fractures

have a higher body mass index (BMI) as compared with

those with supracondylar (SC) humerus fractures; and

(2) children with a higher BMI sustain more severe frac-

tures regardless of fracture pattern.

Methods We retrospectively reviewed 992 patients: 230

with LC injuries and 762 with SC fractures. We determined

BMI and BMI-for-age percentiles. Fracture types were

classified by the systems proposed by Weiss et al. (LC

fractures) and Wilkins (SC fractures).

Results The LC group had both a higher mean BMI and

BMI-for-age percentile than the SC group as well as had more

obese patients (37% versus 19%). Within the LC group,

children with Type 3 fractures had a higher BMI that those

with Type 1 fractures (19 versus 17). There was a higher

percentage of obese patients with Type 3 LC fractures com-

pared with Type 1 and 2 fractures (44% versus 27% and 26%).

Among patients with SC fractures, there was no difference

among the BMI, BMI-for-age percentiles, or percentage of

obese children when analyzed by fracture subtype.

Conclusions Obesity places a child at greater risk for

sustaining a LC fracture and when these fractures occur,

they are often more severe injuries compared with those in

nonobese children.

Level of Evidence Level II, prognostic study. See the

Guidelines for Authors for a complete description of levels

of evidence.

Introduction

Childhood obesity continues to be a growing epidemic in

the United States [7, 15]. The most recent data from the
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Centers of Disease Control and Prevention indicate that

16.9% of children and adolescents are obese, defined as a

body mass index (BMI)-for-age[95th percentile [17], and

there is evidence that the prevalence of obesity among

children will reach 30% by 2030 [27]. Childhood obesity is

a risk factor for greater morbidity later in life, including

diabetes, coronary artery disease, musculoskeletal prob-

lems, and increased mortality [2, 4, 7, 15, 19, 25, 32].

The relationship between pediatric obesity and overall

injury risk is well documented [4, 7, 8, 25]. Previous

studies have demonstrated obese children have an

increased risk of sustaining an injury compared with their

normal-weight peers (OR 1.51) [9] and increased weight

status has been associated with a 1.7 times increased

fracture risk [3], particularly for fractures incurred from

low-energy mechanisms [3]. Furthermore, when fractures

do occur in obese children, they have been associated with

a higher prevalence of complications including decubitus

ulcers (1% versus 0.2%) [20], deep vein thrombosis (0.7%

versus 0%) [20], and other postoperative complicat-

ions, including refracture, wound infection, and wound

dehiscence [14].

Upper extremity fractures occur frequently in the pedi-

atric population with 7% to 9% involving the elbow region

[13]. Among fractures around the elbow in the pediatric

population, supracondylar humerus fractures are the most

common, representing approximately 65% of these frac-

tures followed in frequency by lateral humeral condyle

fractures [13, 18]. Previous studies have examined the

association between pediatric obesity and other common

pediatric fractures, including those of the forearm [3, 9–11,

23, 24] and femur [14], and have shown that obese children

are at greater risk for sustaining these injuries. However, it

unclear whether there is any relationship between obesity

and elbow fractures.

We therefore asked whether (1) children who sustained

lateral condyle fractures would have a higher BMI as

compared with those with supracondylar humerus frac-

tures; and (2) children with a higher BMI would sustain

more severe fractures regardless of fracture pattern.

Patients and Methods

From our three centers we retrospectively identified and

reviewed all 1345 patients with lateral condyle (LC) (n =

302) or supracondylar (SC) (n = 1043) fractures treated

from 2006 to 2011 at two sites and 2009 to 2011 at the third

(height data were not routinely recorded before 2009). Of

these, 353 were excluded because they lacked height or

weight data. This left 992 patients: 230 with LC injuries

and 762 with SC (Fig. 1). We obtained institutional review

board approval at all three centers.

For all patients who met the inclusion criteria, we per-

formed a chart review and demographic data (age,

laterality, height, weight, and BMI) was extracted. All BMI

values were converted to BMI-for-age percentiles for

children age 2 years and older, because this is the standard

means by which BMI is interpreted in the pediatric and

adolescent population [17, 19]. The two fracture groups

were similar (p = 0.92) with respect to mean age (LC:

5 years; SC: 5 years).

Two of us (EF, MS), neither of whom was a treating

surgeon, independently reviewed all radiographs to confirm

the fracture type and classification, which had been pre-

viously recorded in the clinical record. Before analyzing all

the radiographs, we reviewed images of the individual

fracture types with our senior authors to ensure uniformity

in our review. For SC humerus fractures, we used the

Wilkins’ modification [31] to the Gartland classification

[6]. The Wilkins’ modification subclassifies the Type 3

fractures into those that are displaced posteromedially or

posterolaterally. For data analysis purposes, we classified

flexion-type injuries as Type 4 fractures. For LC fractures,

we used the system proposed by Weiss et al. [29] and

Wilkins [31] who classified the fractures based on fracture

displacement and articular congruity. Type 1 fractures have

less than 2 mm of displacement; Type 2 fractures have

[ 2 mm displacement and congruity of the articular sur-

face; Type 3 fractures have [ 2 mm of displacement and

lack of articular congruity. Their work demonstrated that

the postoperative complication rate was directly related to

severity of displacement.

Data are summarized with descriptive statistics; contin-

uous data are presented as mean ± SD, whereas categorical

variables are presented as percentages. Comparisons of

continuous data were performed using analysis of variance

and differences in proportions were analyzed using chi

square tests. We performed an analysis between the SC and

LC groups with regard to BMI and BMI percentile. We also

subdivided the patients into three groups based on their BMI

Fig. 1 The illustration shows how patients were selected. fxs =

fractures.
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percentile-for-age (normal, \ 85th percentile; overweight,

85th–95th percentile; obese,[95th percentile) and used chi

square analysis to compare the percentages of patients

within each group with their fracture pattern. Finally, we

conducted two similar analyses within each fracture group

(one for the SC and one for the LC) to compare the BMI and

BMI percentile-for-age as they related to the fracture sub-

types. Tests were two-sided.

Results

The LC group had a higher (p B 0.001) mean BMI than the

SC group: 18.5 versus 16.9 kg/m2, respectively. Similarly,

the mean BMI-for-age percentile was higher (p B 0.001) in

the LC group compared with the SC group (69% versus

58%) (Table 1). The analysis of the three BMI percentile-

for-age groups (normal, overweight, obese) revealed 23%

of the children included in this study were classified as

obese. The LC group had more (p \ 0.001) obese patients

than the SC group (37% versus 19%) (Table 2).

Within the LC group, there was a difference (p = 0.026)

between the BMI of children with Type 3 fractures com-

pared with Type 1 fractures (Table 3). There was also a

trend for a higher (p = 0.06) BMI in the Type 3 fractures

compared with the Type 2 fractures (Table 3). There was

also a higher (p = 0.05) percentage of obese patients with

LC Type 3 fractures (44%) compared with Type 1 (26%)

and 2 (27%) fractures (Table 4). Within the SC group,

there was no difference (p [ 0.05) between the BMI or

BMI-for-age percentiles of the children when analyzed by

fracture subtype (Table 5). There was also no difference in

the percentage of obese and nonobese patients in each SC

fracture subgroup (Table 6).

Table 1. Comparison of patients with LC and SC fractures based on

age, BMI, and BMI percentile-for-age

Number Minimum Maximum Mean SD

Type of fracture = LC

Age (years) 230 1 13 5.03 2.51

BMI (kg/m2) 230 11.05 36.89 18.46 4.11

BMI (%) 221* 0 100 69.23 32.56

Type of fracture = SC

Age (years) 762 1 13 5.02 2.42

BMI (kg/m2) 762 8.33 41.62 16.96 3.39

BMI (%) 722* 0 100 57.78 34.19

Type of fracture Mean SD Number p value

Dependent variable: BMI

LC 18.46069 4.11 230 \ 0.001

SC 16.96603 3.39 762

Total 17.31373 3.63 992

Dependent variable:BMI percentile-for-age

LC 69.22 32.56 221 \ 0.001

SC 57.78 34.19 722

Total 60.46 34.14 943*

* Number is lower because patients younger than 2 years of age are

too young for the percentile to be calculated; LC = lateral condylar;

SC = supracondylar; BMI = body mass index.

Table 2. Comparison of percentage of patients with LC and SC

when BMI percentiles are subdivided into normal, overweight, and

obese groups

Type of fracture \ 85th 85–95th [ 95th p value

LC 50.20% 13.10% 36.70% \ 0.001

SC 66.30% 14.70% 19.00%

Total 62.60% 14.30% 23.10%

LC = lateral condyle; SC = supracondylar; BMI = body mass index.

Table 3. BMI and BMI-percentile-for-age for lateral condyle

subtypes

LC subtype BMI (kg/m2)* BMI-for-age

percentile*

1 (n = 49) 17 ± 3 65 ± 34

2 (n = 50) 18 ± 3 64 ± 32

3 (n = 131) 19 ± 5 73 ± 32

p value 0.008 0.179

* Mean ± SD; BMI = body mass index; LC = lateral condyle.

Table 4. Comparison of percentage of patients with LC fractures

when BMI percentiles are subdivided into normal, overweight, and

obese groups

BMI percentile \ 85th 85–95th [ 95th p value

LC fracture

subtype

1 54% 19% 27% 0.05

2 65% 9% 26%

3 44% 12% 44%

Total 51 13 36

LC = lateral condyle; BMI = body mass index.

Table 5. Distribution of SC fractures by BMI and BMI-for-age

percentile

SC subtype BMI (kg/m2)* BMI-for-age

percentile*

1 (n = 81) 17 ± 3 60 ± 33

2 (n = 326) 17 ± 3 56 ± 34

3 (n = 345) 17 ± 4 59 ± 35

4 (n = 10) 17 ± 4 44 ± 35

p value 0.297 0.396

* Mean ± SD; SC = supracondylar; BMI = body mass index.
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Discussion

Childhood obesity is an ongoing epidemic in the United

States [7, 15] as well as around the world [15]. Nationally,

17% of children and adolescents are obese [17]. In our

population, the obesity rate was 23%. Unlike adults, in

whom obesity has some protective effects [30], a greater

risk of fracture is well documented in obese children [30].

It is unclear, however, whether childhood obesity influ-

ences the risk of type or severity of fractures around the

elbow. Therefore, we determined whether children who

sustain LC fractures have a higher BMI compared with

those with SC humerus fractures and whether obese chil-

dren sustain more severe fractures compared with their

nonobese counterparts.

There are several limitations of our study. First, this

study is retrospective in nature and the accuracy of the data

is determined by accurate recording of patient height and

weight in the clinical or operative settings. Although our

sample size was large, we excluded a number of patients as

a result of incomplete documentation. We believed this

was justified because BMI is the gold standard for mea-

suring obesity. Second, we did not evaluate patient

functional recovery or complications, which ultimately will

be necessary to confirm that obesity places these children at

higher risk for more postinjury complications and greater

long-term disability.

We found patients with LC fractures had a higher BMI

than those with SC fractures. Furthermore, the average

BMI-percentile-for-age was higher for the LC group and

there were more obese patients in the LC cohort compared

with the SC cohort. Previous authors, including Rana et al.

[20] and Leet et al. [14], have shown that childhood obesity

alone is a risk factor for an increased number of both

nonoperative and operative complications. LC fractures are

intraarticular physeal injuries with a higher incidence of

complications, including problems with nonunion, growth

arrest with subsequent malunion, angular deformities, and

early arthritis compared with SC humerus fractures, and a

high number of LC fractures necessitates open surgical

intervention [22].

The question remains why obese children are at an

increased risk of fracture in the first place. Children who

are overweight or obese may fall with more force and in a

more awkward manner than children who are of normal

weight. Davidson et al. [3] reported that overweight male

adolescents had poorer balance than healthy weight ado-

lescents. They suggested that the poorer balance of boys

with high adiposity may increase their risk for falling

during daily activities, impede their ability to halt their

forward progress once they begin to fall, and subsequently

raise their risk for sustaining fractures [3]. Other factors

have been associated with increased fracture risk. Skaggs

et al. [24] showed that girls who sustained forearm frac-

tures from minimal trauma had increased body mass and a

smaller cross-sectional area in their bones, which put them

at a distinct biomechanical disadvantage and higher risk of

fracture. Low bone mineral density, which may arise from

low levels of physical activity, also appears to play a dis-

tinct role. Weiler et al. [28] showed that increased body fat

Table 6. Comparison of percentage of patients with SC fractures

when BMI-for-age percentiles are subdivided into normal, over-

weight, and obese groups

BMI percentile \ 85th 85–95th [ 95th p value

SC fracture

subtype

1 65% 17% 18% 0.504

2 68% 16% 16%

3 65% 13% 22%

4 80% 0 20%

Total 66% 15% 19%

SC = supracondylar; BMI = body mass index.

Fig. 2A–B Proposed mechanisms of lateral condyle fractures versus

supracondylar fractures. (A) Lateral condyle fracture: obese child

sustaining a low-velocity injury as a result of a fall from a standing

height. As a result of their increased weight status, the obese child is

unable to fully extend their arm to get their center of mass over their

outstretched arm. This results in a varus moment about the elbow

resulting in a lateral condyle fracture. (B) Supracondylar humerus

fracture: normal-weight child sustaining a higher velocity injury

resulting from a fall from a height. This child sustained a supracon-

dylar humerus fracture as a result of their ability to get their center of

mass over their fully extended outstretched arm most commonly

resulting in an extension-type elbow injury.
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has a negative effect on attaining peak bone mass and bone

mineral content. Further work by Goulding et al. [8–11]

also determined that obese children have decreased bone

mineral density, bone mass, and bone accrual, which

placed them at increased risk for fractures.

Regardless of their BMI, all of the children included in

our study sustained a fracture. The question that remains

unanswered is why the obese children in our study popu-

lation sustained a greater number of LC fractures over SC

fractures. It is our belief that this has to do with both their

increased weight status as well as the mechanism of injury

that leads to this fracture pattern (Fig. 2). Jakob et al. [12]

demonstrated these fractures are caused by a varus force

during a fall onto an extended elbow with the forearm

supinated and the resulting pull of the extensor tendons and

lateral collateral ligament results in avulsion of the lateral

condyle. Other authors contend these fractures are the

result of a upward and outward force transmitted along the

radius to the capitellum [16]. The most likely cause is a

combination of both these pull-off and push-off mecha-

nisms [26]. This is in contrast to the mechanism of SC

humerus fractures, which are usually higher energy injuries

secondary to falls from heights onto an outstretched arm

[5]. Thus, our hypothesis is that because of their known

difficulties with mobility and balance, obese children are at

greater risk for falling from low heights and have greater

difficultly bracing their falls on a fully extended arm. This

results in an increased weight-related force across the lat-

eral aspect of their elbows during such falls, thus making

them more likely to sustain a LC fracture (Fig. 2). Further

studies of pediatric elbow fractures that included a col-

lection of information on the weight of the patient as well

as specifics on the exact mechanism of injury and height of

the fall would help validate this hypothesis.

Our study adds to the growing body of literature on the

detrimental effects childhood obesity has on the musculo-

skeletal system. The short-term and long-term consequences

have a tremendous impact on both individual well-being and

contribute to increased societal, workplace, and healthcare

costs [15, 21]. Efforts need to continue on a national level to

raise awareness of this epidemic in the pediatric population

so that early intervention can be instituted and patients and

their families can be properly counseled on the increased

risk obesity poses to them [1, 4, 7, 14, 15, 30].
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